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Forecasting Size Changes in Tropical Cyclones 
Size forecasting: the poor cousin? 

Joe Courtney 

VLAB 18 July 2017 

Defining TC Size/ Structure  
Why is it so important? 
Conceptual models 
Factors affecting size changes 
The Forecast process 
Objective guidance: inc. NWP 

Should you use these resources please acknowledge the Australian Bureau of Meteorology 
Training Centre. In addition, you need to retain acknowledgement in the PowerPoint slides of 

EUMETSAT, the Japan Meteorological Agency, the Bureau of Meteorology and any other 
sources of information.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to this presentation on TC Size forecasting. My name is Joe Courtney the national TC competency trainer at the Bureau of Meteorology and a big welcome to those of you outside Australia  Size forecasting has been poor cousin to track and intensity forecasting and is a little overlooked in the forecast process. What do we mean by size or structure? In operational forecasting we focus upon the radius of gales or R34. We also have to consider the radius to storm force winds or R48 and the radius to hurricane force winds R64. Another size metric is the radius of maximum winds (RMW) although this is not a critical forecast element. For that reason I'll not provide much detail on that here. Out of scope for this presentation is the vertical and thermal structure features.In this short presentation I'll look at why it is importantLook at conceptual models and some underlying theoryExplore Factors affecting structure changes using a series of case studies and then look at the forecast process. *Eye Wall Replacement Cycles see elsewhereReferences IWTC VIII 2014; AMS 2016 conference; WMO Global guide Chapter 4 https://www.wmo.int/cycloneguide/Climatology Chavas and Emmanuel 2010 A Quickscat climatology of Tropical Cyclone Size GRL, 17WordleExtra-tropical transition ETT NWP ERC size structure intensity track dry-air convection land outer-circulation  angular-momentum radial-convergence monsoon sub-tropical-ridge synoptic large small gales symmetric asymmetric intensification weakening wind-shear wind-field scatterometry observations environment R34 R48 R64Inner-core motion
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Size Forecasting: Why? 

Why?  
determine warning area;  

Onset and duration of 
wind threat;  

storm tide forecasting; 

wave forecasting;  

intensity changes 

Rainfall? 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is it so important?It is fair to say that size forecasting has been the poor cousin to track and intensity forecasting but its importance is emerging as more information becomes available.It is very important for hazard prediction because the wind field is critical for determining the area to be under warning and how long the wind threat will be, storm tide forecasting, wave forecasting. It also relates back to intensity forecasting – we know that small TCs can change their intensity more quickly so if we knew a TC was going to be small we would be more aware of the potential intensity changes. The size will also affect rainfall forecasting.--
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Size Changes: conceptual models 

Which of these would cause an increase in size (gale radius) ? 
 

A. 
 

B. 
 

lower 

upper 

stronger inflow weaker inflow 

C. No difference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which of these would cause an increase in size (gale radius) ?A strong low level inflowOr B. Weak low level inflowORC. There is no difference in the size if low level flow is strong or weakAnswer: A. 
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Size Changes: conceptual models 

Which of these would cause an increase in size (gale radius) ? 
 

A. 
 

B. 
 

C. No difference 
 

stronger outflow 

lower 

upper 

weaker outflow 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which of these would cause an increase in size (gale radius) ?A strong upper level outflowOr B. weak upper level outflowORC. There is no difference in the size if upper level flow is strong or weakAnswer: C. 
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Size Changes: conceptual models 

intensity change is positively related to the 
change in upper-level angular momentum 
export 
size change is positively proportional to the 
change in the lower-level angular momentum 
import related to the change in synoptic flow 
patterns near the TC  
 Chan&Chan 2013 http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00204.1 

Fig 17 Angular momentum transports for intensity (I) 
and Size (S) changes at upper and lower levels.  
 
 'The initial vortex size is found to be crucial in the 
evolution of TC size' and 
'influenced by outer-wind circulation'  
Chan and Chan, 2015 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.2292/full 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A study by Chan and Chan looked synoptic flow patterns associated with TC size change. The found that intensity change is positively related to the change in upper-level angular momentum export and size change is positively proportional to the change in the lower-level angular momentum import related to the change in synoptic flow patterns near the TCThis figure shows four cases of radial flow at lower and upper levels. The top row shows intensity increases associated with upper level export of angular momentum while the lower panels are for weakening cases of reduced The panels on the left are associated with size increases having a strong low level import of angular momentum while the panels on the right are for size decreases having a lower import of angular momentum. A followup study by Chan and Chan in 2015 on the Impacts of initial vortex size and planetary vorticity on tropical cyclone size found the following general conclusion that 'The initial vortex size is found to be crucial in the evolution of TC size' and  that the size was 'influenced by outer-wind circulation' Fig. 17. Schematic diagram of AAM transports for (a) I↑S↑, (b) I↑S↓, (c) I↓S↑, and (d) I↓S↓. Long dashed and long solid arrows denote the increase in import and export of AAM, respectively, while short dashed and short solid arrows indicate the decrease in import and export of AAM, respectively.Other points from Chan and ChanSmall TCs on the equatorward side of STR and have smaller northward motion Vs larger TCs on the western end of STR and larger northward motion.Poleward moving system will grow only if increase in westerlies i.e. associated with midlat troughCradled in Easterly flow moving poleward will not grow.Reference: Chan and Chan Angular Momentum Transports and Synoptic Flow Patterns Associated with Tropical Cyclone Size Changehttp://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00204.1The initial vortex size is found to be crucial in the evolution of TC sizeChan, K. T. F. and J. C. L. Chan, 2015:  Impacts of vortex intensity and outer winds on tropical cyclone size impacts of initial vortex size and planetary vorticity on tropical cyclone size.  Quart. J. Roy. Meteor. Soc., DOI:10.1002/qj2374

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/MWR-D-12-00204.1
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/qj.2292/full
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Size changes: conceptual model 
Simple size model through life cycle  

Stage 1. Initial:  gales first appear, asymmetric 
Stage 2. Consolidation: becomes more symmetric and expands 
as convection and circulation becomes established;  
Stage 3 Intensification: minimal change  
Stage 4 Weakening: becomes more asymmetric and eventual 
decay 
 
Note: Ignoring land and significant variations in synoptic forcing, 
wind shear, dry-air in low-mid levels.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A simple model of size changes through life cycle goes something like the following. This ignores land interactions and major variations in synoptic forcing,  wind shear and dry air.Stage 1. when gales first appear they are typically asymmetric in response to imbalances in synoptic forcing. Stage 2 in the following ~24 hours the vortex will often become more symmetric and expands as convection and circulation becomes established; Stage 3 in the following intensification phase the gale radius does not change muchStage 4 following peak intensity as the vortex weakens the gale radius will eventually become more asymmetric and decrease in extent.
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Factors affecting Size changes:  
land  

Land strongly attenuates wind flow especially for hilly and heavily 
forested areas and weakens intensity 
 

 

HWRF http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/gc_wmb/vxt/HWRF/tcall.php?selectYear=2015&selectBasin=Southern+Hemisphere&selectStorm=NATHAN18P 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Land strongly attenuates wind flow especially for hilly and heavily forested areas and weakens intensity. This is the wind swathe from HWRF model for Nathan in 2015 showing the areas where winds derived to be above 34kn. The model did not generate gales over Cape York as Nathan moved from the Coral Sea to the Gulf of Carpentaria. A similar HWRF wind swathe for TC Stan in 2016 shows a much larger area over water than over land but gales still being detected east of the track as Stan moved over land that is generally quite flat. HWRF wind swathes for Stan and Nathanhttp://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/gc_wmb/vxt/HWRF/tcall.php?selectYear=2015&selectBasin=Southern+Hemisphere&selectStorm=NATHAN18P

http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/gc_wmb/vxt/HWRF/tcall.php?selectYear=2015&selectBasin=Southern+Hemisphere&selectStorm=NATHAN18P
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Factors affecting Size changes:  
synoptic systems a. Monsoon flow  

strong monsoon can cause broad gale region on northern side  
Issue: TC wind field Vs environmental flow? 

 

Rusty 2013 ASCAT 24/02Z  

monsoon 

TC 

Rusty ASCAT 27 Feb  

Monsoon easing & 
becoming detached 

TC  
for ops 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Synoptic systems have a large bearing on the size of a TC. The monsoon flow in particular has commonly influenced the size and shape of the gale radius. Astrong monsoon can cause broad gale region on the equatorward side of the centre. This example of ASCAT from TC Rusty in 2013 shows a very large monsoon flow merging with the area of TC gales. The area in red is the total gale region whereas the dashed lines are the gales from the respective TC and the monsoon flow. It can be very difficult to define the actual boundary between the circulation and the environmental flow. The environmental flow is the more unidirectional flow, in this case the WNW monsoonal flow. Operational expediency may come into play as well in describing the boundary.   As Rusty near the coast the pattern of gales changed. The background monsoonal flow weakened and Rusty moves south and became more detached. Operationally this area to the northeast may be included in the TC gale area being near the coast. �
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Factors affecting  Size changes: 
synoptic systems   b. Sub-tropical Ridge  

A strong ridge can expand gale extent on 
southern side esp Coral Sea 
Issue: TC wind field Vs environmental flow? 
Drier than monsoon flow 
 

 
Non-TC gales 

Environmental RH and Size 
Hill and Lackmann, 2009 
http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2009MWR2679.1 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A strong ridge can expand gale extent on southern side esp in the Coral Sea. This example of TC Ului in 2010 moving towards the Qld coast when a high was located in the Tasman Sea to the south. The Ascat showed a broad area of SE gales to the south. Technically the area of TC gales can be drawn according to the wind circulation and the more unidirectional SE flow being a separate region. Again for operational expediency the extent of gales may be increased to the south. Each agency may deal with this differently but I'll note that NWP struggle in this regard. Obviously anywhere there are gales would require a warning for shipping whether it be from a TC warning or from a non-TC warning. While the SE flow imports angular momentum into the circulation it is a drier airmass compared to the monsoon flow so is not as favourable in terms of convective processes. This is explained in more detail in Hill and Lackmann 2009 titled  Influence of Environmental Humidity on Tropical Cyclone Sizehttp://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2009MWR2679.1Scat showing area of gales expanded on the southern side owing to a strong ridge to the south.TC Ului 1130UTC 19 March 2010

http://journals.ametsoc.org/doi/full/10.1175/2009MWR2679.1
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Factors affecting Size changes: 
convection from wind shear and dry air 

Case study: Freddy 2009  

Shear inhibited development 
Gales mostly western side  
Related to convective and RH pattern 

SSMI 2219Z 7 Feb (NRL) 

X 

QSCAT 2229Z 6 Feb (NOAA) 

X 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The area of gales relates to the pattern of convection which in turn is affected by the wind-shear and dry air. It is common to have an asymmetry in the gales because of moderate to strong wind shear. This example of TC Freddy in 2009 was a typical case of easterly shear shows the larger area of gales on the western side when Freddy was first named. The microwave image taken a bit later shows the convection on the western side and a Quickscat scatterometry pass shows gales on the western side. 
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Do TCs expand during intensification? 
Contract during weakening? 

Case study: Jack 2014 

1. Early characteristics: symmetric gales 

3. weakening; synoptic 
forcing with STR to 
south  

2. Peak intensity remain similar size 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two reasonable question are whether TCs expand during intensification and Contract during weakening?�Can we be definite with our answers?In the case of Jack in 2014, an oceanic Indian Ocean system, when it was named on 19 April it was deemed to be quite symmetric during formation a moderate monsoon balanced by a moderate to strong trade winds. 2. Just 24h later Jack reached category 3 intensity. During this period of rapid intensification the gale extent did not change.3. Within 48h though Jack was in its last throes as a TC but the gale extent expanded on the southern side because of a very strong ridge developing to the south.So the answer to these is a no but I would say that we can not be absolute. 
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Small Vs Large TCs 

typical formation gale radius – 74km typical formation gale radius – 100km 

 

 

Smaller TCs form during weaker monsoon 
and drier environments (inactive MJO) 

Larger TCs during enhanced monsoon and 
moist environment (active MJO) 

Credit: Grant Elliott 

 

 

NCEP 850 wind anom. – Inactive 
MJO events 

NCEP 850 wind anom. – Active 
MJO events 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the difference between small and large tropical cyclones?A study of TCs in the northwest looked at the environments for inactive and active phases of the MJO over a 30 year period using NCEP reanalysis data. The composites for 850hPa wind anomalies during the inactive phases shown on the left showed an easterly anomaly over northern Australia and the gale radius at formation was about 74km.Whereas the composite for the active phase of the MJO on the right not surprisingly showed a strong westerly anomaly north of Australia and the formation gale radius was much larger at 100km. The environments was also much drier for the inactive phases when looking at the 700hPa level. This supports experiences that smaller TCs form during weaker monsoon and drier environments often associated with inactive MJO periods and larger TCs form during enhanced monsoon and moist environment typically associated with an active MJO.--For a 30 year period composites of NCEP reanalysis plots of 850hPa wind anomalies for inactive MJO events (Phase 8,1,2) Vs active MJO events (phase 4,5,6).Typically systems are much smaller in inactive phases – 74 km vs 100km for active phase systemsCredit Grant Elliott*** IMPORTANT NOTE – this is for ALL 8,1,2 and 4,5,6  events in past 30 years – not just for the experiment – too few events to generate meaningful climatologyIf we try and determine why we are missing these events we can compare TCs that form during active MJO events and those that form outside the active phase. These are plots fo the 850hPa winds for the past 30 years. You can see the strong monsoonal westerlies during the active MJO but when non MJO systems (phase 8, 1, 2) are reviewed, on formation days there is mid latitude generated easterly forcing rather than equatorial westerly forcing.
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Small TC Case study: Heidi 2012 

1. Initial characteristics: small area gales 

3. Intensification: becoming symmetric 
Contraction and closer to land 
Very small RMW at landfall <10km 

2. Extension to SE with ridge to southeast 

easterly forcing and drier outer 
circulation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TC Heidi was an example of a small TC off the NW. 1. The first depiction of gales is often small, in Heidi's case there were gales just in southern quadrants.2. As the vortex develops gales extend; in this case to the SE with a ridge south of WA3. As Heidi intensified the circulation became more symmetric (but did not expand). If anything there was some slight contraction which also came about because of proximity of land for the SE quadrant. This made it quite small by landfall. Incidentally the RMW was remarkably small at landfall being less than 10nm.The microwave image shows the small inner core and the lack of convection in the outer circulation associated with dry air in this region. 
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2. Expansion with intensification over open 
water; 100nm 

Case study: Billy Dec 2008 

1. Developing off the coast; gales restricted 
by land; gales 35-70nm  

SSMIS 1238Z 27Dec 

3. Asymmetry with increased (E'ly) 
wind shear; 30-80nm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Billy Dec 200823/03UTC Billy moving off the Kimberley coast. Extent of gales restricted by land 24/21UTC Billy intensified to cat 4 intensity and the gale extent increased to 100nm as the circulation was unencumbered by land. 3. 27/12UTC Billy weakened under increasing E'ly wind shear. Gales became asymmetric being restricted on the upshear (eastern) side in the absence of convection. In this case the structure change accompanied the weakening process because of the changed convective structure associated with the shear and drier conditions on the eastern side of the system. Gales were operationally analysed at just 30nm on the SE quadrant.23/00UTCRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 70 nm [130 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 35 nm [65 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 50 nm [95 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 70 nm [130 km] 24/18UTCRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 100 nm [185 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 100 nm [185 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 100 nm [185 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 100 nm [185 km] 27/12UTCRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 45 nm [85 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 30 nm [55 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 80 nm [150 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 80 nm [150 km] 
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Do TCs expand as they move towards 
the mid-latitudes? 

YES  NO  MAYBE 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question is whether TCs expand as they move towards the mid-latitudes?Draw a tick under which one you think is the right Let us look at a few examples
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Do TCs expand as they move towards 
the mid-latitudes? 
a. Narelle 2014  

1. 10 Jan, Symmetric cat 3 at 16S: 150-180nm  

NO gale expansion 
- Weak mid-latitude westerlies  

2. Remains mostly symmetric at 28S  
 80-120nm 

EC 500hPa heights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question is whether TCs expand as they move towards the mid-latitudes?The earlier example of Jack the gales did expand to the south as it moved southLets consider TC Narelle in 2014. Narelle was a severe TC north of WA formed from an MJO related monsoon pulse. On 10 Jan as a cat 3 the gale size was a healthy 150-180nmBy Jan 14 it had moved south into cooler waters off the west coast and had weakened to a cat 1 at 28S. The gale radius was estimated at 80nm on the northern side and 120nm on the southern side, so I've said mostly symmetric but less than what it was back on the 10th.In this case there was no gale expansion. A look at the 500hPa pattern shows the absence of any mid-latitude trough to the south the westerlies are quite zonal and steering governed mostly by the ridge to the east over Australia.  
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Do TCs expand as they move towards 
the mid-latitudes? 

b. Oli (2010 South Pacific)  
1. 3 Feb Large system @16S 
(monsoon enhanced)  

2. 7 Feb Accelerates to SE 
to 33S 

150nm 300nm 

ASCAT winds 19Z 3 Feb  ASCAT winds 06Z 7 Feb  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TC Oli was a large and intense South Pacific event in 2010 that moved to the southeast.This ASCAT image on 3 Feb shows a large area of gales to the north of the system associated with a broad monsoon flow. The area of 30+kn winds to the northeast extends about 150nm from the centre. Over following days Oli accelerated to the southeast and by the 7 Feb it had reached 33S. The Ascat image at 06UTC on 7 February showed a large area of gales extending to the northeast of the circulation to about 300nm. Although it isn't clear from this image the area of gales contracted on the northwest side.So in this case as Oli moved into the mid-latitudes the area of gales expanded in eastern quadrants. 
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Do TCs expand as they move towards 
the mid-latitudes? YES 

b. Oli (2010 South Pacific)  
Gale expansion from 
acceleration from  
Mid-latitude trough 

850-300hPa deep layer 
mean CIMSS 06/18UTC  

Gale expansion (in some quadrants) & acceleration  
  – significant case for wave enhancement 

Other case is ETT 
Also associated with 
interaction with mid-
latitude trough 

Image: CIMSS 
tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/archive/data/SEPacific/20100206/300to850mbDeepLayer
MeanLarge/20100206.18.SEPacific.300to850mbDeepLayerMeanLarge.png 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The expansion of gales on the eastern side was associated with the acceleration to the southeast associated with a mid-latitude trough. This image is the 850-300hPa deep layer mean winds courtesy of CIMSS. In general we can say that expansion of gales occurs when there are strong mid-latitude westerlies involved unlike the case of Narelle. This particular event of unidirectional acceleration with a large wind field is significant because it significantly enhances wave generation in the direction of motion by effectively enhancing the fetch for swell growth.The other case that this is relevant for are the cases of extra-tropical transition where baroclinic processes associated with a mid-latitude trough re-intensify the cyclone. As this is a rare event in the Australian region I'm not going into details but there is a lot of literature on the subject. http://tropic.ssec.wisc.edu/archive/data/SEPacific/20100206/300to850mbDeepLayerMeanLarge/20100206.18.SEPacific.300to850mbDeepLayerMeanLarge.png
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Do TCs expand as they move towards 
the mid-latitudes?  

 

Answer: Sometimes 
 
YES when interacting with mid-latitude trough  
NO  in absence of trough 
 
 Will become asymmetric 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So in summary to answer this question I would say sometimesYES when interacting with mid-latitude troughBut NO in the absence of a mid-lat trough I'd say more likely to weaken and gradually contract I would add that the circulation will almost always become asymmetric
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Case study: Lua 2012 
1. 13/06Z named 

Initial characteristics: Strong easterlies 
removed from strong monsoon 

EC MSLP and 850hPa winds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TC Lua in 2012 was an interesting case. Lua was named at 06UTC 13 March assisted by a fresh ENE flow associated with a high over SE Australia as shown on the EC chart. The 850hPa winds in orange are a solid 30kn well to the east of the circulation. Near gales from Ascat were most evident on the southern side but removed from a strong monsoonal flow to the north. The gale extent was only 70nm to the south. 06ZRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 40 nm [75 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 70 nm [130 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 70 nm [130 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 30 nm [55 km] 
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Case study: Lua 2012 
2. 15/00UTC cat 2 

expansion in northern half from monsoon  
TC Vs Monsoon delineation 

EC MSLP and 850hPa winds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 00UTC 15 March TC Lua had moved to the north and was estimated at category 2 intensity. The gale radius expanded to the northern side to be 180nm as the circulation connected to a strong monsoonal surge. The gale field to the north extends into the monsoonal flow requiring a separate shipping warning to abut the TC region and sometimes it is a little arbitrary to determine the boundary between the two. This large wind field generated significant waves.   Radius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 180 nm [335 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 120 nm [220 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 120 nm [220 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 180 nm [335 km] 
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Case study: Lua 2012 
3. 16/03UTC cat 3 

southern expansion STR development 
TC field Vs synoptic?  
 – operational decision  

 

EC MSLP and 850hPa winds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 03UTC 16 March the southern gale radius expanded from 120nm to 230nm because of a strengthening ridge over southern WA. Bedout Is reported gales from 15/20UTCThere are questions as to what is synoptic flow vs the TC wind field because the synoptically forced ESE flow as shown on this Ascat image at 01UTC. How to handle this operationally varies but as Lua was moving to the SSE toward the coast this ESE flow was going to be subsumed into Lua's wind field at some point. These situations are a little complex as the gale area does not normally translate with the system but rather remains offshore. This requires continual changes to the forecast southerly quadrants to keep gales off the coast. Advice on the onset of gales for coastal communities is also complex.   06UTCRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 230 nm [425 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 230 nm [425 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 230 nm [425 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 230 nm [425 km] 00UTCRadius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 180 nm [335 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 120 nm [220 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 120 nm [220 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 180 nm [335 km] 
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Case study: Lua 2012 
4. 17/00UTC Cat 4 Land influence 

Contraction - land to south;  
Starting to become disconnected 
with monsoon to north 

 

EC MSLP and 850hPa winds 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 17 March Lua had intensified to cat 4 intensity and was moving SSE towards the coast. The southern gale radius extent contracted because of land even though synoptically the ridge to the south was maintaining a strong easterly gradient over WA. To the north the gale extent was still considerable but was starting to show signs of disconnecting with the monsoon flow. Radius of 34-knot winds NE quadrant: 160 nm [295 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SE quadrant: 110 nm [205 km] Radius of 34-knot winds SW quadrant: 130 nm [240 km] Radius of 34-knot winds NW quadrant: 180 nm [335 km] 
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Case study: Lua 2012 
5. 17/15UTC land 

Contraction during weakening over land 
Asymmetry from translation speed 16 kn 
and strong STR;  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Lua weakened over land the extent of gales contracted and became asymmetric because of the increased translation speed which had increased to 16kn by 15Z on 17 March and also because of the strong ridge that was being maintained south of South Australia.--------------------------------Operational gales: 35nm east; 20nm west  
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Size Changes: Forecast process 
 

 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I've mapped out the process for diagram of size forecasting diagram. 
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Forecast process 
1. a good analysis 

Synoptic influences (eg wind shear)  
Obs/Scatterometry 
Satellite signatures 
NWP analysis  

 

 Tip for operations: 
For EUMET ASCAT solution in use 
30.0kn as gale boundary  

TASK: Draw 30kn isotach 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of the forecast process, like every forecast element it starts with a good analysis and understanding of recent trends. This starts with a good understanding of environmental factors such as wind shear and then is derived from surface observations, scatterometry, satellite signatures and even NWP depictions. As scat passes are infrequent, typically there are subjective changes to adjust an earlier scat pass on the basis in changes to satellite signatures and environmental influences. A suggested tip for using VisWx solution of Ascat is to use the 30.0 kn values as the basis for determining the gale radius.  
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Size analysis: Multi-platform Wind analysis 
(MTCSWA) 

CIRA work available via NOAA:  
http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/mtcswa.html 
  

EC GFS 

JMA ACCESS-R 

Combines:  
scatterometry  
IR wind algorithm 
Cloud drift winds  
AMSU derived winds 
 
Good for relative 
asymmetries but absolute 
values best with recent 
ASCAT and obs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CIRA produce the multiplatform wind analysis. This combines scatterometry, an IR wind algorithm, Satellite Cloud drift winds though different from the CIMSS version and an AMSU derived wind field. It plots the winds and gives tabulated quadrant winds. The output is good for looking at relative asymmetries but the absolute values best is still a recent ASCAT and observations.

http://www.ssd.noaa.gov/PS/TROP/mtcswa.html
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Forecast process 

1. analysis: Verify NWP with obs/scat and Compare with policy 

 
 

 
Overlay obs and Scat and models 
 
Stan: Rowley Shoals, ASCAT and 
EC wind fields overlaid 

Rowley Shoals obs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size forecast should start with a good analysis and recent trend. This is derived from surface observations, scatterometry, satellite signatures and even NWP depictions. This case here is a display from TC Stan where the observation at Rowley Shoals is overlaid onto the Ascat points and a model field for the same time, in this case the EC shown as the faint wind barbs. The models can be verified by these observations and scat pass and also compared with the previously issued forecast, what we call the existing policy.
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Forecast process 

2. Good track and intensity forecast:  
  so structure forecast considered in depth after this,  

 BUT consideration of 
NWP can be done early; 
for R34 suggest when 
analysis is done;  
Comparison with 
existing policy 
Review if track/intensity 
changes 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Size forecast depends upon track and intensity forecast so considered in depth after this, but there is often a great time pressure at this point of the process which is one reason why This graphic is the EC model MSLP and winds for Boxing Day for TC Rusty for the 26th the labels being the run time from +216h on 17th to +144h on 20th. What you can see is the great variation in potential scenarios. These two over land against the stronger cases over open water espicially this forecast issued on 19th BUT because of the time squeeze at the end of the forecast process we recommend consideration of NWP to be done early; for R34 suggest when analysis is done; The NWP output can be compared to the previous forecast and if there are variations then further time should be allowed for during the subsequent process. Similarly if there are changes to the track and intensity policy then the structure forecast will need reviewing. 
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Forecast process: 
NWP 

4. NWP:  wind fields 
Comparisons  
Fields Vs numeric output 
      (max extent) 
towards ensembles… 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Increasingly structure changes are being derived directly from the range of model output. Visual weather can make comparisons a little easier and websites such as HWRF and COAMPS have good visuals as well. Rusty output from Vis Wx for comparing sfc winds between EC, GFS, JMA and ACCESS models.Other models like HWRF, COAMPS as well. A problem with NWP output R34 is defined to be the maximum extent of winds occurring in the quadrant, 
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NWP: care using numeric output 

Fields Vs numeric output – 'jumpiness' 
R34 defined as the max extent of winds occurring in the quadrant   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A problem with NWP output R34 is defined to be the maximum extent of winds occurring in the quadrant, 
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Statistical-dynamical  
(from CIRA-NRL-JTWC) 

JTWC track type RVCN consensus of forecast wind radii (from Atlantic data) 
from GFS, EC*, GFDL*, HWRF*  where *bias corrected  
Still use with care given concern about NWP 'jumpiness' and 'max extent' 
issue 

Fig 4 R34 verification for Atlantic 2012-14 from Sampson and Knaff 2015. 
https://www.academia.edu/23044064/NCEP_NOTES_A_Consensus_Forecast_for_Tropical_Cyclone_Gale_Wind_Radii 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The RVCN track from JTWC is a new track type that  is a consensus of GFS, EC*, GFDL*, HWRF*  (*bias corrected) based upon Atlantic data which is at least the equal of NHC official forecasts as per the graphic below from Sampson and Knaff, 2015 where you can find more details on the method. https://www.academia.edu/23044064/NCEP_NOTES_A_Consensus_Forecast_for_Tropical_Cyclone_Gale_Wind_Radii An interesting observation is the underestimating R34 bias of the EC (EMXI). Figure: From Fig 4. For Atlantic 2012-14 R34 MAE and bias. 

https://www.academia.edu/23044064/NCEP_NOTES_A_Consensus_Forecast_for_Tropical_Cyclone_Gale_Wind_Radii
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RMW variations 
Inner-core dynamics 

RMW: 'contraction' 35-65kn intensity 
Variations for stronger systems related 
to eyewall changes 
 Not related to gale radius 
Microwave imagery for RMW 

IWTCVIII Topic 4.3 STRUCTURE CHANGE FORECASTING 
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/wwrp/new/documents/T4_ChairSummary_NKitabatake.pdf 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I'll just briefly touch on radius to max winds or RMW variations. This is the domain of inner-core dynamics so quite a separate consideration to the R34. This graph shows the RMW at different intensities from aircraft data in the Northern Hemisphere. It shows the RMW gets smaller on average from 35kn to about 65kn intensity but thereafter doesn't change on average with decreasing spread with increasing intensity. Note the high spread for the weaker systems. These variations for stronger systems are related to eyewall changes and not related to gale radiusI'll just finish on mentioning that estimated RMW is mainly through Microwave imagery and radar when available. Using 85-91GHz frequency the RMW is typically on the inner edge of the eyewall and I've overlaid the red circle on this image as an example. RMW doesn't actually occur with the coldest temperatures. IWTCVIIITopic 4.3 STRUCTURE CHANGE FORECASTING Chris Fogarty and Fuqing Zhanghttp://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/wwrp/new/documents/T4_ChairSummary_NKitabatake.pdf

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/arep/wwrp/new/documents/T4_ChairSummary_NKitabatake.pdf
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TC Rusty eye 
contraction TMI 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This series of 85GHz TMI microwave images for Rusty from 0732UTC 25 Feb on top left ending with the 0532UTC on 27 Feb on the lower right shows a remarkable sequence of the formation of an eyewall and then a contraction through to landfall, and hence a reduction in the RMW. There is an associated increase in intensity with this contraction.  
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Structure changes: Other 

Eyewall Replacement Cycles 
(ERC) refer Kossin&Sitkowski (2009, 2012) 

 
 

 
Diurnal variations (Jason Dunion) 
https://ams.confex.com/ams/32Hurr/webprogram/Paper293600.html 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This leads me to the topic of Eyewall Replacement Cycles ERCI don't have time to discuss all the details here other than to say that the RMW and intensity will change due to inner-core dynamics. These are very difficult to forecast but the early signs should be recognised in the patterns of microwave imagery. I've put that under this final brief slide titled 'other'.The last item I'm flagging for your potential interest is the pattern of diurnal changes in convection with stronger systems that Jason Dunion has documented and called the diurnal clock. In brief there is an expansion in convection that starts at about 4am in local clock terms within 200km of the centre then expands to 300km from 8am til noon then 400km in the afternoon and then beyond 500km by sunset.
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Summary 

Size forecasting more independent than intensity forecasting 
than commonly thought;  affected by  

• Changes in low-level synoptic forcing e.g. monsoon 
• land  
• factors affecting the patterns of convection such as wind 

shear and RH 
Process: based on good analysis and interpretation of 

guidance 

Better ways of combining NWP and analyses is coming 

Happy Forecasting! 
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